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Disha Foundation: Disha foundation is since 

2002 working in India and it is an NGO. It’s headquartered 

is in Nasik-Maharashtra, working towards health, 

Livelihood, Legal aid and support with various vulnerable 

populations, via direct intervention, research and policy 

dialogue with regional and National Government.   

Vision: Disha’s vision is to create a just and equal society 

where every person has equal opportunities for holistic 

development.  

Core Mission: Disha’s core mission is “To provide a conductive environment to marginalized 

communities for their sustainable development by improving their quality of life and well-

being, and to provide them with opportunities to become more productive asserts of the 

society”.  

Culture: the organizational culture of Disha is community centers, advocacy, orientation and 

participation based with the multi-stakeholders.  

PUBLIC LEADERSHIP CAMP 

Disha Foundation Organized 3 days residential Public Leadership Camp ON 6th 
,
 7th 

and 8th January 2023 at Shri Labdhi Dham NH8, 

Baleshwar, Surat.  

Objectives of the Camp; 

 To increase employee morale and retention 

 To improve productivity 

 To promote better decision making 

 To build better teams 

 To train future leaders within an organization 

 To promote positive working atmosphere 

 To develop personality developmental skills  

 To improve learning skills and time management 

 To encourage for teamwork  



Theme: “SAKSHAM NETRUTVA” 

Out of more than 1000 people, they have shortlisted 300 people among them they 

conducted interview and again they finalized 100 people for camp in we were 7 selected for 

this Informative camp (Mrs. Sheetal M K (Faculty), Ms, Aditi Rathod, Ms. Jimmi Patel, Ms. 

Isha Patel, Ms, Khushi Patel, Ms. Krisha Patel, Ms. Ayushi Kataria) luckiest persons from our 

SANDRA SHROFF ROFEL COLLEGE OF NURSING VAPI. In the camp all participants 

were belongs to the age group of 20-45 years.  

DAY-01, 6th January 2023, Friday 

 At 5.00pm we reached to Camp, completed registration with other formalities after that 

we all had delicious dinner. They allotted Accommodation facilities. At 6.30pm program 

started, inauguration was done by Chief-guest Shri. Mahesh Sharma, MP Rajya Sabha, Shri. 

Purnesh Modi, MLA Govt. of Gujarat, Shri. Kamal Patel, Former IAS Officer, Mr. Kalpesh 

Sir. By giving a copy of Holy book the Bhagwat Geeta we welcomed our respected beloved 

Guest-speakers.  

GOLDEN SANKRANTI PERIOD:NEED OF YOUTH 

LEADERSHIP 

 This session started at 6.30pm and speaker was Shri. Mahesh Sharma, in his speech he 

said that, we might gather here bacuse of camp but we all are from different backgrounds like 

family, religion, education, age but our all main aim is to become good leader today, tomorrow  

or else day after tomorrow, so we have  to work hard for today and develop good nation for 

upcoming future generation.  



 Next session started at 9.30pm and speaker 

was Shri. Purnesh Modi, in his speech he has manily 

focused on sentense which is very meaningful. That 

is; You are defined by your enemies not by your 

friends”. It means only enemies can more focuse on 

our negetive points, which helps us to turn towards 

positive to bring changes  whithin us, which helps to 

us become altimately good leader for tomorrow.  

After all the speeches of dignitories, one 

more time they revised all regarding next day camp 

schedule.  

DAY-02, 7th January 2023, Saturday 

 At 6.00am next day morning session was started and speaker was Shri. Rajendra 

Shashtri, in his speech they mainly focused on Bhagwat Geeta leadership lessons. How 

religious book explains to become good and skillful leader like an Arjun, thereby can we 

develop spirituality. And all have to read their religious books without fail each and every day 

and he also distributed to all participants to a copy of Bhagwat Geeta among all the participants.  

 Next session was started at 9.00am and speaker was Advocate Ashwin Upadhyay, in 

his speech he mainly focused on Mansa, Vacha, Karma. Naari to Narayani, like how in olden 

days Women’s take main leadership role to protect their country and nation, like wise in this 

era also women should utilize all the facilities 

available by Government of India and lead our 

country.  

After these all sessions, they arranged and 

divided all participants for discussion along with one 

organizer. (Discussion-01)  

 Next session was started at 10.30am and 

speaker was Shri. Ram Madhav, in his speech he said that, A leader should be like an Oximoron 

means, in a team he does all the work alone but represent or else gives credit to all the team 

instead of single person.  



 Next session was started at 12Noon 

and speaker was Shri. Kamal Taori, in his 

speech he has explained regarding the 

leadership and how to become a leader 

which all depends on the money, material 

and manpower. And also, it stands on 6P’s-

Public, Private, Profit, Partnership, 

Panchayat, People oriented.   

 After this session, they made small 

group of participants for discussion along with organizer. (Discussion-02) 

Next session was started at 3.00pm and speaker was Dr. Jigar Inamadar, in his speech 

he has explained that, no one will wait for opportunity, post and position, keep doing your work 

and social service, one day definitely you will be identified with your good and hard work.  

 Followed by next session at 4.00pm speaker was Shri. Ajay Singh Tomar, sir 

emphasizes, once you think properly and take decision then implement it but don’t change it at 

any condition. Because keep on changing decisions doesn’t make you good leader.  

 After dinner next session was started at 6.30pm and speaker was Dr. Vikrant Singh 

Tomar, Ramayana and Mahabharat which were the greatest examples and timeless lessons by 

Lord Rama and Lord Arjun to lead the team as well as to achieve the goals.  

 After some free some time again, next session was started at 8.30pm and speaker was 

Shri. Prafulla Ketkar, Sir explained, how our social media is affecting on todays’ youth so we 

should select good and positive things, leave negative and bad things their itself. 

  After all dignitaries’ speeches, one more time they revised everything regarding 

next day camp schedule.  

DAY-03, 8th January 2023, 

Sunday 

Next morning at 6.00am we all participants 

gathered for meditation and instructor was Dr. 

Ishwarbhai Joshi. At 8.30am again session was started 

and speaker was Shri. Ashok Shrivastav. Among all 



social media we must select one and which is most 

relevant channel for the effective management and 

also learnt about utilization of available resources 

which helped audience to keep them interacting 

with each-other interacting.  

Next session was started at 10.00am and 

speaker was Shri. Milind Varlekar. Sir explained, 

speaking and talking is also an art, the message 

should directly touches heart and minds of the 

public. Communication should be sweet, simple, 

understandable to opposite person.   

Next session was at 12noon and speaker was Shri. Sumeet Vadher. Sir explained, 

becoming leader and giving direction which is not possible by just ordering someone. A leader 

must involve with team and develop good interpersonal relationship within team then only we 

all can achieve the common goal.  

After lunch break again they involved all participants for discussion, followed with 

closing ceremony and small speech was delivered by guest Shri. Hiranmay Mahanta, Shri. 

Harsha Sanghavi and Smt. Phoolbasanbai Yadav. Along with all dignitaries and participants 

cake cutting and group photo was taken and they announced that participation certificates will 

be send us on our whats app number.  

 

 

 


